Elimination Round Results

Double Octafinal Round Results

Georgia PR Advances without debating

Whitman BO Advances without debating

Northwestern GM (Aff) defeated Ft. Hays MR 4-1 *Hester Roland Bruschke Jenkins Baker

Michigan State MS Advances Over Michigan State HV

Michigan State SS (Aff) defeated Wayne State FW 5-0 Galloway Solt Frappier Fitzmier Coffman

Ft. Hays RS (Aff) defeated Dartmouth BS 5-0 Eber, Mike McBride Sharp Symonds, Adam Mitchell

Emory LP (Aff) defeated Texas BM 4-1 Eber, Allison McIntosh Russell, Bill *Garen Herndon

Northwestern GL (Aff) defeated Miami BS 3-2 *Hingstman *Mancuso Wells Repko Kall, Aaron

Dartmouth ST (Aff) defeated George Mason BH 5-0 Hubbard Baisley Stables Brovero

Berkeley SW (Neg) defeated Harvard MT 3-2 Smith, Ross Harris *Kimball Kelly *Parcher

Berkeley NS (Aff) defeated Dartmouth LT 3-2 *Atchison *Carson Zompetti Hoe MacFarlane

West Georgia ET (Neg) defeated Berkeley RS 3-2 Breshears *Slusher *Russell, Jason Brar Perkins

Michigan FO (Aff) defeated Catholic DP 5-0 Achten Strange Lacy McCollum, Peter Katsulas

Emory BL Advances Over Emory GR

NYU GG (Aff) defeated Wake Forest ES 3-2 Davis, Daniel *Heidt, David Ceren *Paul Choi

Georgia KW (Neg) defeated Emporia MS 5-0 Krein Smith, Nate Luskey West Peterson, Jason
Elimination Round Results

Octafinal Round Results

Georgia KW & Georgia PR in room Centennial A

Whitman BO (Neg) defeated NYU GG 3-2 Zompetti

Northwestern GM (Neg) defeated Emory BL 4-1 Stables

Michigan State MS (Aff) defeated Michigan FO 7-0 Galloway

Michigan State SS (Aff) defeated West Georgia ET 5-0 Mahoney

Ft. Hays RS (Aff) defeated Berkeley NS 4-1 Fitzmier

Emory LP (Neg) defeated Berkeley SW 7-0 Mancuso

Dartmouth ST (Neg) defeated Northwestern GL 4-1 Luskey

Quarterfinal Round Results

Dartmouth ST (Neg) defeated Georgia PR 4-1 Brar

Whitman BO (Aff) defeated Emory LP 3-2 Galloway

Northwestern GM (Aff) defeated Ft. Hays RS 4-1 *Hester

Michigan State MS Advances Over Michigan State SS

Semifinal Round Results

Dartmouth ST (Neg) defeated Michigan State MS 3-2 *Paul

Northwestern GM (Neg) defeated Whitman BO 5-0 Smith, Ross

Final Round Results

Northwestern GM (Aff) defeated Dartmouth ST 5-0
Stables